CoFA Membership

Council of Faculty Associations Membership

Purpose: To represent the ASA to other Faculty Associations within the University of Alberta Students’ Union.

Policy:

- Executive member(s) of the ASA shall be the representative(s) of the ASA to the CoFA Advisory Committee.
- Whenever possible, an Executive member or members shall attend CoFA Advisory Committee meetings.
- CoFA has three working groups within it: the Advocacy Working Group, Finance/Administration Working Group and Member Services Working Group. Any member of the ASC can sit on these working groups. It is mandatory for at least one member of ASC to sit on each of these working groups.

CoFA Retreat

Purpose: To aid executives members in the transition process and to increase the flow of information from the SU to the ASA by attending the CoFA retreat.

Policy:

- Two executive members (one of who must be the CoFA Representative) must attend the CoFA retreat each year and the others are highly recommended to attend as well.
- All executive members who attend CoFA retreat must provide a written or oral report to the other ASC executive members within 30 days of attendance.